Cavitation
Stress Field After Kleesattel, where ω is angular frequency and c is the acoustic velocity.
Affords 60% more amplitude gain for same peak stress as exponential horn. 
Investigation of Potential Hazards Considerations for Discussion
• Ultrasound is mechanical in nature and its biological effects are described in the literature based on mechanical stresses, thermal mechanisms, and cavitation
• There are at least two concerns regarding potential hazards to adjacent critical anatomy in ultrasonic aspiration: heating and propagation of ultrasound are of concern
• It is clear that excess acoustic power, such as in highly loading a surgical tip to tissue, can cause localized heating cause localized heating 
Technical Discussion on Cadaveric Section Study
• Ultrasonic bone tip had lower temperature than mechanical fluted and diamond drills in precision bone removal studied • Surface thermal spread will continue to be monitored, but extent of thermal rise is associated with heated irrigation liquid, and is below normal body temperature • It should be noted, precision removal, where trained surgeon limits loading and thermal hazard was monitored, and this is consistent with instructions for use • Maximum fragmentation power measured in precision ultrasonic bone removal in • Maximum fragmentation power measured in precision ultrasonic bone removal in cadaveric section was less than 6 Watts • Results indicate a safe practice could be developed in the present application • Of course, each application and proximity to sensitive critical anatomy would have to be considered and further developed by the surgeon • A more statistical approach needed given sparse bone tissue in sphenoid wing and investigation of thermal rise contribution to body temperature is of interest Data from Testing in Integra Neurosurgery Ultrasonics Lab
• Thermal rise and power monitored in repeated trials using the 24 kHz Development Bone Tip with porcine cranium starting at low temperature and body temperature • Similar ultrasonic power observed in fragmentation for two thermal starting conditions All data plotted within 95% Confidence Interval
• Thermal rise monitored in repeated trials using the 24 kHz Development Bone Tip with porcine cranium starting at low temperature and body temperature • Thermal rise with similar ultrasonic power is less significant at body temperature than when starting at lower temperatures • Thermal rise quantified is not strictly additive to body temperature: an important result in support of future testing and reporting Infrared Thermal Imaging During Ultrasonic Aspiration of Bone Summary:
• Background
• Ultrasonic Horns (Surgical Tips) for Bone Applications -Improved geometry, visibility, and efficacy 
